Eikon Credit Ratings

Access

Students can access Eikon in the Bloomberg/Eikon Class on the 3rd Floor in the Polak building Y3-18. You can use Eikon when the Polak building is open, that includes evenings and the weekend. Just login with your erna account and you can work for the next two hours on Eikon.

Lecturers and Researcher can access with one or two account(s) within your department.

Start

Just go to all programs > Thomson Reuter> and click on Thomson Reuter’s Eikon. Login with student or researchers account. You can also use the Thomson Reuters and Datastream tabs in Excel. If you want to do so go once again to all programs > TR > and click on Thomson Reuters Eikon – Microsoft Excel.

Eikon works with apps.

For an individual company you can find the issuer rating for S&P, Moody’s, Fitch and Egan-Jones under >debt & credits > Issuer ratings
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If you click on the + you will see rating changes over time

The current and rating changes both can be exported to Excel.

If you have difficulties using Eikon you can always use the question mark top right of your screen and get online help.